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ABSTRACT

     Placement and routing algorithms are an important means for

achieving fast, high quality layouts of high density circuit

chips.  Packaging of Multi-Chip Modules (MCM) places further

demands on these placement and routing algorithms than on VLSI or

PCB layouts.  However, many of the existing techniques and

algorithms for VLSI and PCB placement and routing are well-suited

for use in MCMs and can be combined together or modified to help

solve the MCM layout problem.  This paper presents a broad

overview of the different kinds and categories of placement and

routing algorithms for PCB, VLSI, and MCM designs in use today. 

Many specific algorithms are also presented.  This paper also

addresses the application issues of using different placement and

routing algorithms.  This is done by comparing and contrasting

these algorithms in order to confront the issues of advantages,

disadvantages, and trade-offs of different algorithms.

     Finally, this paper proposes a strategy for solving the MCM

routing problem using existing layout techniques and presents

some important considerations needed to turn this strategy into a

working algorithm.  This paper's primary intent is to show the

paradigm of combining existing research of layout algorithms with
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new ideas in order to develop new algorithms for higher demanding

circuit packages.

1.0 Introduction.

     As new algorithms are sought to satisfy the layout demands

of high density circuit packages, research into existing layout

techniques is necessary.  Layout of integrated circuits is the

process of designing the physical representation of the circuit

scheme and its connectivity between circuit modules.  The two

phases of the layout process are called placement and routing. 

Study into the many different and varied placement and routing

algorithms and approaches provides assistance in designing new

algorithms, improving old algorithms, avoiding endeavors leading

to unavailing results, and adapting existing algorithms to meet

current demands.

     The purpose of this paper is to contribute a single

assembled resource of information on the different kinds of

placement and routing algorithms for PCB, VLSI, and MCM

algorithms.  Also, this paper proposes a strategy for ultimately

achieving a new, higher functional MCM routing algorithm. 

Strategies and ideas from existing routing and placement methods

are gathered together and discussed to suggest another solution

to the MCM routing problem.

2.0 Placement and Placement Algorithms
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     Placement is the process of physically arranging electronic

functions (library cell circuits, integrated circuit (I.C.)

chips, module components, etc.), on a planar surface (silicon

substrate, printed circuit board (PCB), multichip module (MCM))

in a desired manner.  Placement is one of two phases in the

layout process with the second phase being the routing of the

placed components.  Thus, placement is a process ranging from the

macrolevel (i.e. I.C. chips) to the microlevel (i.e. multichip

modules).

     A placement algorithm can be defined as a procedure for

physically arranging all electronic functions on a planar surface

such that minimum wiring and minimum area result.  Therefore, the

algorithm tries to satisfy a desired optimization.  Other

optimization criteria include minimizing delay, minimizing

parasitic capacitance and inductance couplings [0] (in the case

of a PCB), and meeting thermal considerations such as the

designer's heat dissipation requirements.  It should be noted

that no one placement algorithm achieves a complete optimization,

and the choice of a placement algorithm depends on the designer's

objectives and goals.  Typically, algorithms are combined or

adapted to interact with one another to gain further improvement.

 The choice of a placement algorithm can also affect the level of

circuit testing quality [0].

     There are basically two main classes of placement

algorithms:  iterative and constructive.  Iterative placement

algorithms operate by creating a very crude placement and
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improving it in a step-by-step fashion [0].  Constructive

placement algorithms, in complete contrast to iterative placement

algorithms, try to place modules one at a time in a position that

is usually not far from the final solution [0].  The significant

part of a constructive algorithm spends time calculating the

position of each module and is, thus, computationally intensive.

 Most algorithms available today adapt known methods to achieve

the designer's goals, or they are optimized to increase

efficiency of characteristics such as computation time or better

placement.  Other kinds of algorithms exist, and these will be

introduced.

     Placement algorithms can also be described as being rigor or

heuristic [0].  Rigor consists of step-by-step computations until

a solution or optimal solution is found.  However, these

computations can be too costly when time is a limitation. 

Therefore, heuristic algorithms are implemented.  Heuristic

algorithms have evolved from inductive reasoning based on past

experience instead of mathematical rigor.  The heuristic process

is designed to capitalize on the statistical properties of "real"

circuits.

2.1 Iterative Algorithms.

     Many iterative-based algorithms exist for placement and

typically use a simulation of a natural process to perform the

optimization.  Criteria (i.e. design goals) also play an

important role.  The force-directed method is a common iterative

approach [0].  The algorithm treats each module as a point mass,
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and the interconnecting nets as springs, of weighted force

constant.  A few modules are assumed fixed and the rest are

allowed to move around until they assume a minimum "energy"

configuration.  The term "energy" is defined as a function of

intermodule spacing and connectivity.  The process of "relaxing"

the system repeats itself until the module movements become

negligible.  Another method similar to the preceding is called

the attractive and repulsive force method (AR method) [0].

     The "scatter-and-gather" method is an example of combining

several algorithms and techniques together to accomplish floor

planning of IC chips [0].  The "scatter" phase uses the force-

directed method and also unconstrained cluster growth (UCG) and

constrained cluster growth (CCG).  CCG considers size and aspect

ratio of the package as fixed, and the center of the package

always coincides with the center of mass of the cluster.  The

"gather" phase tries to solve a geometric problem called minimal

box embedding (MBE) which consists of two solution techniques: 

GBS (growing box scheme) and RBS (reducing box scheme).  Speedup

techniques called incremental transform/sorting and quadrant

folding are also used.

2.2 Simulated annealing.

     Simulated annealing (SA) algorithms fall under the category

of iterative placement algorithms [0].  Simulated annealing tries

to minimize the overall "energy" of the system by mathematical

methods that closely resemble the way systems in nature relax. 

The "energy" is a measure of the total wire length congestion,
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which can be computed with the use of a net-crossing histogram,

and is represented with an objective function [0].  The package

surface is divided into natural boundaries, and a histogram is

used to represent the number of nets crossing each boundary. 

Both horizontal and vertical net-crossing histograms are

constructed.  The information in each histogram is combined into

an objective function by first introducing a threshold level for

each histogram - an amount of wire that will nearly exhaust the

available wire capacity.  Next, we sum for all histogram elements

that exceed the threshold the square of the excess over the

threshold.  Finally, we obtain the objective function by adding

this quantity to the lower bound wire length provided by the peak

of the histograms.

     The SA algorithm starts with a random layout of modules and

then performs random module interchange (usually pairwise).  The

change in "energy" is computed, and if the new configuration has

a lower energy than the previous one, it is used as the basis for

further interchange.  However, there is still a probability of

acceptance of the new configuration if it is higher in "energy"

than the previous one.  This acceptance is termed an "uphill

climb", and it is used to allow the algorithm the possibility to

leave an area of a local minima and search other areas of the

solution space.  Many placement algorithms use simulated

annealing as a basis for either improving the SA algorithm or

adapting it to their needs.

2.2.1 Improvements to simulated annealing.
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     One attempt at improving the SA algorithm involves

exploiting the probabilistic nature of the algorithm to reduce

computation time by doing cost calculations approximately instead

of exactly [0].  Another attempt at improvement is the reduction

of the search space of the placement problem and preventing the

overlap between modules [0].  The placement by this algorithm is

comparable to conventional SA algorithms, but the improvement is

manifested in the form of reduced computation time.  Other

improvements to SA include a cell clustering technique to improve

computation time.

     The SA algorithm has also been implemented with parallel

processors with capability of integrated error control [0].  An

example of the parallel processor approach is an algorithm called

heuristic spanning [0].  It's used to replace the "high-

temperature" portion of simulated annealing.  The "low-

temperature" portion is sped up by the section annealing

technique.  Each processor is assigned a separate section to

optimize and communicates its move with the other processors. 

Parallel processors can also achieve a hierarchial simulated

annealing (HSA) method.  This method divides a given problem into

sub-problems applying the SA method at each stage.  This feature

makes it possible to automatically choose suitable parameters in

the cost functions at each stage of computation [0].

2.2.2 A detailed look into simulated annealing.

     The simulated annealing technique has become a foundation

for further improvement into the placement and layout problem.
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Examples stated earlier have shown that improvement is in the

form of faster computation time and better placement

optimization.  Typically, these two criteria are in direct

conflict with each other.  That is, as one condition is improved

the other is worsened.  This section describes the SA algorithm

in further detail and also describes an improvement called

simulated sintering (SS) [0].

     Simulated annealing, in the general case, exhibits two main

weaknesses in trying to achieve fast computation time and good

placement optimization.  First, the computation time is slowed

down by starting with an initial random placement.  Second, the

lack of an optimal cooling schedule for the problem prohibits the

algorithm from producing a desired tradeoff between cost (in

time) and optimization.  Simulated sintering is used to solve

these two problems and consists of two parts, starting with a

"good" initial placement to improve computation speed and the

inclusion of an optimal cooling schedule to control termination

criteria.  The "good" initial improvement is usually obtained by

a fast heuristic algorithm.  The choice of the algorithm depends

on the problem at hand, but the time taken by the heuristic

algorithm should be less than the time taken by the general SA

algorithm to achieve the same result or no improvement will take

place.

     The cooling schedule controls the probability of accepting

an uphill move in the SA technique and gives direction to the

search through the solution space.  Two types of cooling
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schedules can be used, goal-directed and extended goal-directed.

Goal-directed scheduling uses the cost of a minimal solution to a

problem to determine uphill acceptance.  Extended goal-directed

scheduling is a variation on goal-directed scheduling which

allows temperature to increase or decrease.  Changing the

temperature during the optimization process controls the speed

and direction of the search (determined by the acceptance of an

uphill climb).  This is what the cooling schedule is designed

for.  A high acceptance rate (increasing the temperature) for an

uphill climb is desirable during the initial stages of the

optimization process, and a low acceptance rate (decreasing the

temperature) is desirable during the final stages.

     The success of simulated sintering hinges on the use of a

good cooling schedule and the identification of an appropriate

initial temperature.  If the initial temperature is too high,

then the SS algorithm deteriorates to simulated annealing and no

improvement is achieved.  If the initial temperature is too low,

it results in a non-minimal solution.  Thus, what is required is

the ability to relate configuration costs (time and optimization

quality) to temperature values and come up with a convergence

criteria (determination of best solution).  One possible solution

is to base it on experience, but this attempt restricts itself to

certain problem types and doesn't try to find a global solution

process.  Three convergence criteria used in simulated annealing

can be controlled by simulated sintering.  These criteria are

listed as follows:
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     1.  Converge when the number of accepted configurations,
         expressed as a percentage of the total number of
         configurations generated at a particular temperature,
         falls below a predetermined value.

     2.  Converge when the cost of current best configuration
         remains unchanged for a number of consecutive
         temperature values.

     3.  The ability to accept uphill moves is no longer required
         when all configurations accepted at a given temperature
         value have similar cost.  Consequently, the SA algorithm
         can terminate or converge whenever the similar cost
         condition is detected.

     Simulated sintering has been shown to be a good improvement

to the SA method.  It allows placement optimization to be based

on chosen convergence criteria, but most importantly steers the

search direction for a solution.  This allows a tradeoff between

desired cost and desired optimization.

2.3 Genetic Algorithms.

     Genetic algorithms are an iterative approach to placement.

These types of algorithms attempt to achieve better and better

optimization based on the biological evolution process.  The

algorithm starts with an initial placement and uses genetic

operators to do the optimization.  Three common operators are

used by genetic algorithms:  crossover, mutation, and inversion.

 Crossover, the main genetic operator, is used to combine two

current configurations to produce a new configuration.  Mutation,

a background operator, is used to produce spontaneous random

changes in various configurations.  Inversion involves taking a

random segment in a solution representation and flipping it.  The

rates of these genetic operators can be changed, automatically
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improving efficiency.  Each of these types of genetic operators

may be used in various ways to explore the solution space in a

more efficient manner [0,0,0,0,0].

2.4 Miscellaneous placement algorithms.

     The following algorithms are various other methods for

placement that have been studied and will be briefly described.

Techniques and procedures used in placement are also listed and

explained.

     1.  An algorithm that applies bin-packing to the building
         block placement problem based on classification of
         blocks [0].
     2.  A placement method using fuzzy set theory based on a
         combination of fuzzy similarity relation, and a modified
         c-means clustering algorithm [0].
     3.  An algorithm that optimizes placement by using
         "statistical cooling" [0].
     4.  An algorithm based on the divide-and-conquer paradigm
         that divides sets of logic modules into small clusters,
         generates an optimal placement for each cluster, and
         then combines each smaller solution to the original
         placement problem [0].
     5.  An algorithm that assumes placement has been done, but
         pin assignments can still be set to minimize wire
         connections [0,0].
     6.  An algorithm for the placement of macrocells in VLSI
         based on the blackboard model that is suitable for
         parallel processor implementation [0].
     7.  An O(n)-time algorithm on the constrained multistage
         (CSMG) model.  The algorithm uses the line sweep
         method [0].
     8.  An algorithm based on simulated surface tension that
         assigns cohesion and adhesion forces to the cells and
         their surroundings [0].
     9.  An algorithm based on the self-organization process
         proposed by T. Kohonen which is a learning algorithm for
         neural networks that adjusts the weights of links
         connecting nodes and inputs so that nodes connected
         closely topologically are sensitive to inputs having
         similar properties.  This algorithm is well suited for
         parallel implementation [0].
    10.  An algorithm based on the neural somatotopical
         mapping [0].
    11.  An algorithm to determine whether a placement of N
         rectangles can be represented by a slicing tree and then
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         determines the minimum height.  This is used in the top-
         down approach to placement which consists of
         floorplanning and global wiring [0].
    12.  An algorithm for placing rectangular blocks in the
         Euclidean plane based on the Lennard-Jones 6-12
         potential equation and minimizing the sum of the squares
         of the Euclidean distances of the block
         interconnections [0].
    13.  An algorithm that formulates the problem as a
         relaxed integer linear max-flow problem which is an NP
         -complete problem.  This algorithm is used in multilayer
         printed circuit board (MPCB) layout.  The solution can
         be obtained by solving a linear programming problem
         [0].
    14.  The bipartitioning method by Kernighan and Lin (KLM) and
         an algorithm using neural networks to improve the
         behavior.  The KLM method generates a balanced 2-way
         partition of the blocks such that the wiring across the
         partition is minimum [0].
    15.  A parallel algorithm for tiling with polyominoes.  The
         tiling problem is to pack polyominoes in a finite
         checkerboard [0].
    16.  An iterative algorithm based on eigenvector
         decomposition which gradually reduces the search
         space [0].
    17.  An algorithm using adaptive and look-ahead procedures
         with constraints on routability, area, and timing
         [0,0,0].
    18.  An algorithm that repeatedly solves sparse linear
         equations using successive over relaxation (SOR) to
         solve the linear equations.  Also, a BGS (block Gauss-
         Seidel) iteration scheme is used to achieve global
         optimum results [0].
    19.  A placement algorithm based on analysis of the manual
         design process.  The algorithm functions by using
         knowledge gained from manual design experience [0].

2.5 Application issues in using placement algorithms.

     One of the first considerations in choosing a placement

algorithm is that of looking at its strengths and weaknesses to

solve the particular problem in a desired fashion.  No one

algorithm can satisfy all design, implementation, and solution

constraints.  Thus, comparison and contrast measurements of

different algorithms are an important and valuable resource for
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the designer to have.  The following section performs a compare

and contrast of the major types of placement algorithms which

includes discussion of trade-off and performance issues.

     All circuit placement problems are optimization problems of

some kind and size, and thus all placement algorithms attempt to

achieve a desired degree of optimization ranging from global to

some lesser, acceptable degree.  The major trade-off is between

increasing computation time for an optimum solution and

reasonable time for a less optimum (but perhaps acceptable)

solution.

     Constructive placement algorithms provide the ability to

obtain highly optimal solutions at the cost of high computation

time.  Some speed improvement can be gained through faster

hardware, such as parallel processors, and modest programming

techniques.  Obviously, these kinds of algorithms should only be

used when a design demands an extremely strict placement of

modules.

     Iterative placement algorithms are generally of greater

interest than constructive algorithms.  An iterative-type

algorithm should be used when time is a factor and a less than

optimal solution is acceptable.  The strategies used in an

iterative algorithm employ techniques or a combination of

techniques from other iterative algorithms in order to improve

certain constraints.  Since most of the specific iterative

placement algorithms presented in literature only claim to gain

improvements over a select few (or single) placement algorithms,
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the choice of a specific algorithm warrants separate research

into what improvements are offered by the algorithm and what

criteria is satisfies.  Simulated annealing algorithms will be

used in this report as a "gauge standard" for comparison and

contrast of placement algorithms.

     The basic advantages of simulated annealing and the

advantages over other placement algorithms are:[0]

     1.  Ability to jump out of local minima by accepting uphill
         climbs and potentially falling into a more promising
         downhill path.
     2.  Highly suitable to problems having an increasing
         order of magnitude on the number of modules to be
         placed.
     3.  Ability to optimize a desired set of parameters through
         the use of a cost function.
     4.  Greater control of moving through the search space by
         use of a SA cooling schedule.
     5.  Only an initial random placement needed to obtain a
         solution.
     6.  Alleviates the need for complex mathematical
         calculations to place a module during the solution
         process.
     7.  May be applied to existing placement solutions for even
         further improvement.

The disadvantages of simulated annealing are:

     1.  Undeterministic solution.  The probabilistic nature of
         choosing moves causes the solution to change during
         every execution.
     2.  Optimal cost functions may be very sophisticated,
         especially for large scale problems.
     3.  Smaller scale placement problems may be less efficiently
         solved (i.e. require more time) with SA than with other
         iterative algorithms.
     4.  SA algorithms still require large amounts of computation
         time for problems of high order.
     5.  A good cooling schedule is needed to obtain a good
         solution.

     Another favorable optimization technique for module

placement is the genetic algorithm (GA).  These algorithms, like
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SA, are very useful in large-scale combinatorial placement

problems.  Genetic algorithms are normally very comparable to

simulated annealing in both solution quality and speed of

execution.  Moreover, each algorithm has its general strengths

and weaknesses with specific algorithms exhibiting better results

over the other kind.  The advantages of genetic algorithms over

simulated annealing are as follows [0,0,0]:

     1.  Concurrent search mechanism.  GA works with a
         population of solutions and searches a large number of
         configurations from this population as opposed to SA
         which works with only one configuration at a time.
     2.  GA can learn from past trials of searching through
         the solution space.  SA does not have this ability.
     3.  GAs allow the good features of candidate
         solutions to remain in helping to form better solutions.
     4.  GA can process inferior configurations without
         compromising the best ones.

The disadvantages are:

     1.  GA may require more memory space.
     2.  GA must have a good starting "genetic code"
         representation of initial layout or poor results may
         occur.
     3.  The crossover operator, the main operator in GA, must
         be able to avoid conflicts in combining 2 different
         configurations.
     4.  GA are unable to perform hill-climbing that might result
         in escaping local minima.

     Despite the above listed advantages and disadvantages of GA

and SA algorithms, knowing which algorithm is best to use for any

one problem is difficult.  Furthermore, each kind of algorithm

has many variations that exploit certain strengths.  GA may use

any combination of the three different genetic operators

(crossover, mutation, and inversion) to aid in efficient search.
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 SA algorithms may use partitioning or optimization of the

cooling schedule.

     Finally, even after a designer has found a very optimal

placement algorithm for their problem, the final decision will be

based on one or more limiting factors.  These factors may include

the following:

     1.  Module shapes.
     2.  Hardware available (i.e. memory space).
     3.  Electromagnetic (EM) factors.
     4.  Thermal considerations.
     5.  Modification concerns.
     6.  Testability requirements.
     7.  Obstacles.

Typically, these factors may necessitate the need for a less

optimal algorithm in order to satisfy some limitations.  In

conclusion, wisely applying a placement algorithm ultimately

relies upon obtaining a solution that meets design criteria, but

consideration for the "right" placement algorithm can result in a

solution in less time and with lower manufacturing costs.

3.0 Routing and Routing Algorithms.

     Routing is the process of finding a path between a set of

points around a set of blocks on a two-dimensional plane without

any path crossing another path on the same layer.  Multilayer

routing uses vias which are used to connect the same net on

different layers.  The routing problem usually consists of many

constraints and optimization criteria, all of which depend on the

designer's goal.  These constraints and optimization criteria may

include such factors as minimizing total wire length, minimizing
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the number of routing layers, and minimizing the longest wire

interconnection [0].  Other factors exist, but they are all

devised to achieve a lower cost.  The purpose of a routing

algorithm is to achieve the criteria or constraints chosen by the

designer.  The routing problem is generally broken down into two

subproblems, global and detailed routing, and thus each may use a

different algorithm [0].

     Routing is usually done on at least two levels of

metallization.  Each level is composed of a number of routing

channels capable of supporting a limited number of wire nets.

This limit is known as the channel capacity.  A routing channel

is defined as the rectangular area set aside for routing nets (or

wires) between different functional blocks on the layout surface

[0].  Fixed pins are located on two parallel sides of the

rectangular area while the other two sides have transient pins,

pins that do not have a fixed location initially [0].  The

"switch-box" channel is the same as the routing channel but has

fixed pins on all four sides.  Figure 1 shows an example of each

kind of channel routing area.  In special cases, however, routing

paths may enter into the module placement area.
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3.1 Global routing.

     Global routing is concerned with choosing which set of

routing channels a net will occupy [0].  In other words, what

side of the rectangular area of the routing channel the net will

enter and leave by.  This step also decides on the order in which

channels should be routed [0].  Global routing is also concerned

with the placement of the routing channels on the layout surface

(which is normally determined by or limited by the placement of

the circuit modules).

3.2 Detailed routing.

     Detailed routing is concerned with exactly where on each

face of the rectangle (i.e. which fixed pin) the net will cross

and how the net is routed across to the other side of the channel

[0].  Thus, detailed routing follows the global routing

procedure.  The essential distinction is that detailed routing

operates on each channel in isolation from the rest of the

system, which makes it simpler and cheaper to process [0].

Figure 1
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3.3 Routing Algorithms and Routing Approaches.

     Numerous algorithms and techniques exist for the routing

problem.  The most general algorithms are those called maze-

routers and line routers [0].  Each of these techniques route one

net at a time which means that unrouted nets may become blocked

by the already routed nets.  This requires manual intervention to

complete the routing process.  The next class of routing

techniques are channel and switch-box routers [0] (used in the

detailed routing phase).  These routers consider interaction

between the nets before routing, but they are only able to route

one row or column at a time.  Thus, like the previously discussed

routers, manual intervention may be required if routing is not

done correctly.

     There are three characteristics common to known routing

approaches [0].  Each of these show the need for further research

and improvement into the routing process.  The three common

characteristics are listed and explained as follows:

     1.  Brute force - this approach tries to solve the routing
                       problem without knowledge of the way human
                       designers successfully route.  Because of
                       this 100% wiring is not met, and more
                       intelligence must be programmed into the
                       routing algorithm.

     2.  User interaction - most algorithmic approaches do not
                       allow user interaction before, during, or
                       after the routing process.  Users should
                       be able to modify already routed nets or
                       guide the routing search space in a
                       desired direction.

     3.  Unnecessary constraints - most routing algorithms impose
                       unnecessary constraints such as assignment
                       of different layers to different
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                       directions.  This imposition reduces the
                       routing quality.  Having the ability to
                       relax this constraint or other constraint,
                       at times, can improve the quality of
                       routing.

3.4 Miscellaneous routing algorithms.

     The following is a list of miscellaneous routing algorithms

or approaches to implementing a certain routing algorithm:

    1.  A constructive parallel routing method based on selecting
        local maximum current in a unity resistive network whose
        goal is to obtain the 'field' expressed with a Poisson
        equation [0].
    2.  A routing algorithm to take into account relevant timing
        information and crosstalk noise requirements [0].
    3.  A new construct called connection graph, G//c, generated
        by a geometric algorithm has been proposed to design a
        class of time and space efficient minimum spanning tree
        algorithms.  These tree algorithms can be used in maze-
        running and line-search algorithms [0].
    4.  The use of hardware accelerators such as a reduced array
        architecture (RAA) [0] and a ARCO architecture [0] to
        speed up already existing routing algorithms.
    5.  A parallel algorithm to solve the top-bottom routing
        problem, which is an important subproblem of routing
        wires around a rectangle in two layers.  The routing
        problem is no harder than the prefix minima problem for
        inputs drawn from the range of integers [1..s] and input
        of size n [0].
    6.  A routing algorithm based on an iterative routing process
        in which an initial layout is gradually improved.  The
        initial layout is obtained by constructing a minimum
        distance Steiner tree for each net.  This algorithm is
        quite general and could be applied to both printed
        circuit boards and integrated circuit chip wiring [0].
    7.  A parallel routing algorithm for multi-layer channel
        routing problems on the HVH model which minimize wiring
        areas in VLSI circuits and PCBs [0].
    8.  A routing method called Floating Track Method which
        ensures a 100 percent connection ratio.  A line-search
        algorithm automatically provides a connection path, and
        the problem of unconnected pin pairs is solved by adding
        extra wiring tracks.  Prevention rules and correction
        procedures are provided for the wiring shorts and
        disconnections caused by the track addition.  A fast
        algorithm is developed for determining the location of
        additional tracks [0].
    9.  A routing procedure which recursively cuts the area of
        the chip into smaller and smaller regions until the
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        routing problem within a region can be handled by the
        Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition method.  After this, the
        adjacent regions are pasted together to obtain the
        routing of the whole chip [0].
    10. A routing algorithm that considers topological
        relationship among nets.  The algorithm consists of two
        routing phases: topological routing and geometrical
        routing.  The aims are to minimize net intersections,
        number of vias used, and space required for routing
        completion [0].
    11. A line search algorithm with a look-ahead strategy.  A
        special flagging and backtracking strategy guarantees
        that a solution is found if one exists [0].
    12. A zone expansion algorithm for routing on a gridless
        plane.  The algorithm finds a solution for the problem of
        finding a path to connect a set of points on a plane
        which contains a maze of obstacles [0].
    13. An MCM performance-driven routing algorithm based on a
        new second-order propagation delay model for RLC
        interconnection trees [0].

3.5 Applications issues in using routing algorithms.

     The choice of a routing algorithm demands the same basic

considerations as that of placement algorithms such as the

design, implementation, and constraint criteria.  Section 3.0 has

already discussed some of the issues of choosing a routing

algorithm (i.e. global routing algorithms or detailed routing

algorithms).  Also, since most routing algorithms are generally

written for a specific kind of packaging (i.e. PCB, VLSI, or

MCM), this will obviously narrow the number of choices for the

designer.  This next section presents various routing

requirements, performs a compare and contrast of major types of

routing algorithms in terms of their strengths and weaknesses,

and considers the choice of a specific routing algorithm.

     Three of the most sought after characteristics of any

routing algorithm are quick performance, minimizing total wire
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length, and minimizing the number of routing layers.  However,

many other characteristics are normally desired, all of which are

usually only partially satisfied by any one routing algorithm. 

Furthermore, it must be stated that certain routing requirements

can conflict with others, and, thus, design trade-offs are

necessary.  The following shows a number of routing requirements

for MCMs [0], but also pertain to PCB and VLSI routing:

     1.  Minimize delay, given a priority weight and maximum/
         fixed delay assignment.
     2.  Equalize delay for signal groups, with specified
         tolerance.
     3.  Produce minimum bends.
     4.  Handle stacked and unstacked vias and to control the
         number of vias.
     5.  Assign layers constrained with maximum number of vias
         allowed to a net.
     6.  Regulate lengths and delays to meet timing and noise
         margins.
     7.  Be easily extensible as technologies change.
     8.  Constrain routes to specified layers (e.g., designated
         power, ground, or signal layers.
     9.  Pick the right kind of via based on layer change and
         technology used.
     10. Specify route ordering.
     11. Accept preferred directions on specific layers or nets.

Other possible routing requirements (with references to

algorithms incorporating them) include crosstalk considerations

(includes mixing of analog and digital nets) [0,0], handling

routing around arbitrary obstacles [0,0], handling wiring density

[0,0], minimizing the longest interconnection [0], arbitrary

angle routing [0], minimizing clock skew [0], and variable width

traces [0].

     Almost all routing algorithms can be categorized as being

based on single-layer routing (SLR) or xy plane-pair routing
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(XYR), and each one is used in certain ways to exploit its

strengths.  SLR assigns an entire net to a layer and attempts to

route as many other whole nets on one layer as possible.  XYR

assigns a net to different layers by splitting the net into one

or more layers.  SLR is normally used for time critical nets,

power, and ground nets.  XYR is used to reduce the number of

layers required to complete all routing.  SLR reduces the number

of staircase vias but greatly increases the number of layers. 

However, XYR reduces the number of layers, but increases the

number of staircase vias. 

     In conclusion, the final choice of a routing algorithm may

depend on one or more limitation factors.  These factors are as

follows:

     1.  Timing considerations.
     2.  EM factors (i.e. crosstalk and skin effect).
     3.  Hardware available (i.e. memory space).
     4.  Obstacles.
     5.  Testability requirements.
     6.  Modification concerns.
     7.  Wiring technology.

4.0 Simultaneous placement and routing.

     Sometimes placement and routing are done simultaneously.

This is known as the hierarchial layout method [0,0].  Several

schemes can be employed to achieve a hierarchial layout method.

Timing information can be used to influence the placement and

wiring processes [0,0,0,0,0,0].  The min-cut technique, used in

partitioning networks, and its variations try to balance the
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minimization of interconnection length and area [0,0,0].  The

min-cut algorithm recursively subdivides a placement while

minimizing the number of wire crossings at each division line.

One variation of the min-cut technique uses spiral-cuts to

minimize and/or optimize the placement [0].  After the layout has

been optimized, an adaptive correction procedure can be

implemented for further improvement.

5.0 Proposition of a new MCM routing strategy.

      Most new MCM routing algorithms are based on previous

research of what approaches have satisfied the design criteria

and what approaches have failed.  The MCM routing problem is more

difficult than VLSI or PCB routing problems because of the higher

packing density in MCM designs.  Moreover, MCM designs introduce

more performance issues and more interconnection layers than VLSI

or PCB designs.  However, the techniques for solving these can

still be applied to MCMs.  Typically, strategies from several

different routing algorithms are pieced together and/or modified

to come up with a new routing algorithm.  The following sections

illustrate how existing ideas and approaches can be used to

achieve a new MCM routing strategy, and how this might be

transformed into a new algorithm for solving the MCM routing

problem.

5.1 Overview of the MCM package design.

     The MCM packaging technology is described as follows:[0] 

the top layer called the chip layer consists of the placement of

all chips.  Below the chip layer, there is a stack of pin
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redistribution layers, whose purpose is to redistribute the pins

under the chips, uniformly on the last pin redistribution layer.

Below the last redistribution layer, there is a stack of signal

distribution layers.  These layers are used to complete the

routing of the nets that connect the redistributed pins of the

chips.  The signal distribution layers are usually paired

together into an x-y plane-pair.  The x-plane has wiring channels

only in the x direction, and the y-plane has wiring channels only

in the y direction.

5.2 Definition of the MCM routing problem.

     The goal for the proposed algorithm is to complete the

routing of the signal distribution layers given the set of pins

on the last redistribution layer and achieve a desired total

routing cost.  Figure 2 shows an example of a final

redistribution layer.  The user assigns routing costs (via costs)

Figure 2 - Last pin
           redistribution layer
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to each net whose purpose is to allow the algorithm to work

towards a total minimum routing cost and obtain a desired circuit

performance.  Two kinds of via types exist, stacked vias and

staircase vias [0].  A stacked via is referred to as the via when

a net changes a layer at the same point it started with.  A

staircase via is referred to as the via introduced when a net

changes layers at a new position.  Figure 3 shows the difference

between a stacked via and staircase via. 

The following equation summarizes the cost of MCM routing for the

proposed algorithm: [0]  Cost = w
k
 x number of layers + w

strv
 x

number of staircase vias + w
stkv
 x number of stacked vias, where

w
k
, w

strv
, and, w

stkv
 are constants that control the relative

importance of each item.  As can be seen from the equation, the

lower the number of layers and vias the lower the cost.  The use

of one via type or the other has a direct impact on the number of

layers required for routing.  That is, limiting the number of

staircase vias, the number of layers required for routing all

Figure 3 Stacked vias vs.
         Staircase vias
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nets is greatly increased, and thus the number of stacked vias

will also increase.  However, in high-speed applications (>

10GHz) staircase vias may introduce a critical delay effect on

the z-direction bends [0], and thus another limitation is

introduced.  Therefore, due to the large number of nets assigned

different costs and the above mentioned conflicting effects

between via types and layers, some means of optimizing the total

cost is desired.  This is the whole motivation behind proposing

the new MCM routing strategy.

     The proposed strategy restricts itself to two-terminal nets

only.  Also, for discussion purposes, completed nets may only

consist of straight and single bend (90 degrees) connections.

5.3 Overall routing strategy.

     The procedure of the proposed strategy consists of two major

elements referred to as constraint routing and compaction. 

Constraint routing, the first phase, creates a finished but

unminimized routing.  The compaction phase, based on simulated

annealing, completes the process by taking the results of the

first phase and optimizing them according to the given routing

costs of each net.  Each of the two elements use ideas similar to

previous research, although somewhat modified or changed and are

brought together in a new way to solve the MCM routing problem. 

5.3.1 Constraint routing.

     The constraint routing phase performs the task of single-

layer routing.  Single-layer routing involves routing as many

entire nets on a single plane as possible.  When no more nets can
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be placed on the plane another layer must be used.  Therefore,

some means of maximizing the number of nets placed on a layer is

desired in order to keep the layer cost down.  The constraint

routing strategy accomplishes this goal very practically.

     The first step in constraint routing is to create a

constraint table matrix based on the data structure in [0].  The

matrix represents all the constraining relationships between

every pair of nets.  The matrix size is n x n, where n is the

number of nets to be routed.  Figure 4 shows the matrix

representing the constraints in Figure 2, and Figure 5 gives the

pseudocode for filling the matrix.  Each number across the top

and down the side of the matrix corresponds to a numbered net.  A

'1' inside the matrix means that it is possible to route net i (i

is a row #) if net j (j is a column #) is routed.  A '0' means

that it is not possible to route net i if net j is routed.

     The second step will determine the number of constraints for

each net.  Each column is summed, and the total is used to

identify which nets have the least number of constraints.  The

sum of each column is used in the last step to determine where

each net is routed.  Figure 4 shows how this step is performed.
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Figure 2 - Constraint Matrix
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The final step will perform the actual routing of all the nets. 

The algorithm finds the next net with the least number of

constraints (largest column sum) and tries to route that net.  A

net can be routed if it does not interfere (i.e. crossover) with

an already routed net or pin.  An array holds the list of nets

for i = 1 to NUMBER_OF_PINS

{ for j = i to NUMBER_OF_PINS

  { if ( x
i1
 < x

j1
 AND x

i2
 > x

j1
 AND

         x
i1
 < x

j2
 AND x

i2
 > x

j2
 AND

         y
i1
 > y

j1
 AND y

i1
 < y

j2
     )

    { Matrix[i][j] = 0 }

    else
      Matrix[i][j] = 1
  }
}
Figure 5 - Pseudocode for Constructing
           Constraint Matrix
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already routed and the layer they reside on.  The constraint

matrix is referred to when checking whether a net can be routed.

When no more nets can be routed on a layer, a new layer is

introduced.  This process insures that the maximum number of nets

are routed per layer using the single-layer routing technique.

Wire placements will be described one of two ways depending on

whether it's a straight or bent connection.  Straight connections

consist of two coordinates, the locations of the two pins.  Bent

connections consist of a third coordinate identifying where the

wire bend is located.  Once all nets are routed, the compaction

phase takes control and optimizes the routing layout. Figure 6

shows the routing layout after the constraint routing phase.

5.3.2 Compaction operation.

     The compaction phase performs optimization of the completed

routing layout using layer costs and the weights assigned to each

net.  The assigned weights correspond to the desired maximum via

count for each routed net.  Many nets have high priority weights

assigned to them that conflict with the priority weights of other

nets, and thus some compromise will have to be made.  Weights are

used to supply cost-calculation numbers during the compaction

phase.  It also allows certain nets (i.e. time critical) to have

higher circuit performance.

     The compaction phase operates by using the simulated

annealing (SA) technique to accomplish the optimization and

compromise on the conflicting priority weights.  Simulated

annealing has been successfully employed for chip placement but
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can also be used in routing since routing can also be thought of

as a problem of placement optimization (i.e. placement of nets

and vias within layers).  The simulated annealing technique has

also been used as a framework for controlling rip-up and

rerouting transformations [0].  The compaction phase employs a

very similar tactic and applies it to the MCM routing problem.

Figure 6 - Completed routing after
           constraint routing phase
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5.3.2.1 The annealing process.

     In order to proceed with the annealing process, we must

establish a set of allowable moves that will permit us to change

from one legal configuration to another.  These moves follow the

conventional operation of component interchange.  For the defined

MCM routing problem the annealing process can be thought of as a

rip-up and reroute procedure.  One or more nets are removed (rip-

up) allowing another net or nets to be routed, and then the

ripped-up nets are rerouted, resulting in a new routing

configuration.  The following interchanges can be performed:

     1.  Rip-up 1 net that allows another net to be rerouted on
         that layer and then reroute the first net on the same
         layer following a different path.  Figure 7 shows an
         example.

     2.  Rip-up 1 net that allows another net to be rerouted on
         that layer and then reroute the first net on the
         previous layer of the second net.

     3.  Rip-up 1 net segment that allows 2 other nets to be
         rerouted on that layer and then reroute the first net
         segment on previous layer of rerouted nets.  Figure 8
         shows an example.
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Figure 7
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Figure 8
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For each of the three specified interchanges, respectively,

the following changes in cost can occur:

     1.  Decrease cost - The total number of vias decreases by 2
         and the second net's priority weight is decreased more.

     2.  Increase cost - The total number of layers and vias
         remains the same but the second net's priority weight is
         raised.  This increase cost, however, may open a way to
         further improvements.

         Decrease cost - The total number of layers and vias
         remains the same but the second net's priority weight
         meets or falls under its maximum limit while the first
         net still meets or falls under its maximum limit.

     3.  Increase cost - The total number of stacked vias is
         increased by 2 x # of layers moved down if the two
         rerouted nets are placed on a lower layer.  Total
         number of staircase vias is increased by 1.

         Decrease cost - The total number of stacked vias is
         decreased by 2 x # of layers moved up if the two
         rerouted nets are placed on a higher layer.  A removal
         of a layer may also occur.  Total number of staircase
         vias is increased by 1, but unless weight is high for
         staircase vias, there should still be a decreased cost.
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The interchanges causing increased cost are allowable since it

may allow the solution to escape a local minimum.  The next

question is how do we decide which interchanges should be

performed when and in what order?  Also, how do we control the

progress of compaction?  These questions are addressed by the

cooling schedule.

5.3.2.2 The cooling schedule.

     The cooling schedule is a very important task in the

annealing process since it controls the improvement of the

solution, the speed of obtaining a good solution, and when

annealing should be terminated.  The success of trying to improve

the routing layout and perhaps the speed of obtaining an optimal

solution depends on the order we implement the possible routing

configuration changes stated previously.  Due to the multitude of

different MCM routing problems, it will be difficult to determine

the order and frequency to implement the described configuration

changes.  Interchange possibilities can be done repetively in a

specified order or certain interchanges can be phased in or out

as time progresses.  For example, we can initially make it highly

probable that complete nets be rerouted and make it less probable

that net segments be rerouted.  As the annealing progresses, we

can make it less probable that complete nets be rerouted and more

likely that net segments be rerouted.  These efforts are what are

required in finding and implementing an optimum cooling schedule.

     In addition to determining the order of the interchange

rules, we must also determine which nets are to be used for
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interchange. These determinations can be based on desired

criteria as annealing progresses.  The list of cost changes

stated above can be referred to when deciding on this element of

the cooling schedule.  The following shows some suggested

strategies that will lead to a routing improvement:

     1.  Choose nets that are on the lowest layers.  Since the
         lower layers contain the fewest nets, this strategy
         makes it more likely that a layer will be deleted, as
         nets are rerouted on higher layers.

     2.  Choose nets to be rerouted that have no constraints with
         the ripped-up net, thus allowing an improvement.  This
         information is stored in the constraint matrix.  An
         additional constraint check will have to be made for
         ripped-up net segments.

     3.  Choose net segments from highest layers that when
         ripped-up will allow the most number of other nets
         to be rerouted on those higher layers, thus lowering the
         MCM routing cost.

In order for the algorithm to progress toward an optimum routing

layout, the cooling schedule should allow the annealing process

to continually improve the solution using these strategies and

also allow for increased cost moves so that local minima may be

escaped.

5.3.2.3 The convergence criterion.

     To achieve some desired degree of routing optimization

through simulated annealing, some type of convergence criterion

must be defined.  The convergence criterion should be defined

such that it will result in a routing configuration that

satisfies or at least compromises on the priority weights of all

nets.  Therefore, the convergence criterion is another important
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item since it determines when a final solution will be obtained

and the quality of that solution.

     An approach for obtaining a convergence criterion for this

particular MCM routing problem should deal with the tradeoffs

between layers and vias as discussed earlier.  The following

shows two suggested approaches:

     1.  Use the MCM cost function for routing.  When the total
         cost has reached the desired level, the annealing
         algorithm should terminate.

     2.  When a certain percentage of priority weights for all
         nets have been satisfied, the annealing algorithm should
         terminate.

5.4 Further work or improvements.

     The proposed strategy to solve the MCM routing problem is

open for further improvements and additions.  First, the

constraint routing phase can be complemented with an additional

routing technique that might create a better initial routing

configuration before compaction takes place.  Also, relaxing the

restriction on straight and single bend connections to allow

multiple bends may contribute to further improvement.  Second,

additional interchanges may be used.  These interchanges include

ripping up and rerouting smaller net segments.

     This routing strategy is a good candidate for being

implemented with parallel processors.  Several simulated

annealing based algorithms have employed parallel processing as a

means to achieve speed improvements.  For this problem, each

processor could be assigned a different set of layers to improve
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the routing layout of and allow each processor to communicate

moves with the other processors.

6.0 Conclusion.

     A proposed strategy for solving the MCM routing problem has

been presented.  The strategy is very applicable in situations

where the routing cost or quality needs to be precisely

controlled.  The strategy also guarantees a complete routing

solution.  Finally, it also shows how previous layout approaches

may be used and manipulated to solve a particular objective of

the MCM routing problem.
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